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s mainland China, Taiwan and

South Korea consider how ordinary
citizens can best take part in decid-
ing serious criminal cases, they
should study the Japanese model. In

2009, Japan introduced a system that provides
for six laymen to join three professional judges
in adjudicating issues of guilt and punishment.
Thus far, this system appears to be successful.

Many Japanese feared the worst when the
idea was first proposed – laymen might be too
emotional, partisan and untrained to analyse
complex situations. From 1928 to 1943, Japan
unsuccessfully experimented with an optional
“consultative” criminal jury, which most defen-
dants spurned. Subsequently, conservative 
experts and much of the public continued to
think that justice was better left to judges and
prosecutors. Because of the traditional Japa-
nese belief that “officials know best”, some
commentators said, laymen could not resist the
opinions of judges, and their participation
would be a sham.

Yet, to stimulate recovery from Japan’s
financial crisis, in the 1990s the government
launched a deregulation policy designed to re-
strict official power. Coincidentally, popular
confidence in judicial professionals began to
erode. Criminal trials were increasingly criti-
cised as slow and hard to understand. Courts
were also accused of being too lenient to juve-
niles and indifferent to victims. Some
believed that judges enjoyed too cosy a rela-
tionship with prosecutors and failed to allow
defendants and their counsel a fair hearing. 

The tipping point was widespread anger
over the courts’ handling of the prosecution of
terrorists who launched the 1995 sarin gas
attacks in Tokyo subways. Many victims said
“the criminal trials do not represent our feelings
at all”. The media and the government 
endorsed popular participation as a way of 
injecting public opinion into trials and enhanc-
ing public understanding. Reformers hoped to
make trials quicker, fairer and more intelligible
and deserving of public confidence, and
restricting judges’ powers fitted nicely into the
new deregulation policy. 

Finally, in 2004, Japan’s legislature 
concurred that justice is too serious to be left to
professionals alone and adopted the Act 
Concerning Participation of Lay Assessors in
Criminal Trials. This act applies to certain
serious crimes including murder, rape, robbery
involving injury and arson of inhabited build-
ings, with no opportunity for either the court or
the accused to choose a trial adjudicated exclu-
sively by professionals.

Under the new system, “lay assessors” are
initially chosen at random for every new case,
rather than selected via recommendations to
serve for a fixed period in multiple cases, as in
Germany, France and Italy. Assessors and
judges have equal powers in deciding both guilt

diminished, especially since prosecutors seem
more cautious than ever in bringing indict-
ments. In sentencing, the mixed tribunals 
appear only modestly freer than previous
courts from the custom of generally sentencing
the accused to 80 per cent of whatever punish-
ment prosecutors requested. Yet they now give
more nuanced consideration to the circum-
stances of each case. One clear difference is that
more defendants now receive suspended sen-
tences, and these defendants are much more
often concurrently sentenced to probation
programmes stressing rehabilitation.

Perhaps the most significant developments
are the subtlest. Prosecutors have reportedly
become more careful in reviewing defendants’
pre-trial confessions to police and taking
account of evidence favourable to defendants.
The Supreme Public Prosecutors Office recent-
ly announced that, in cases subject to lay asses-
sor trials, it is planning to have the entire inter-
rogation of the accused videotaped, and that
prosecutors should respect the results of such
trials as much as possible. 

Most fascinatingly, judge-assessor arrange-
ments have breathed new life into Japan’s 
adversarial trial by emphasising the oral testi-
mony of witnesses in court, including their
cross-examination, instead of maintaining the
tradition of judges focusing on review of the

pre-trial dossier. Although there are still few 
acquittals, both judges and assessors give the
impression that mixed tribunals are more
open-minded than professional courts and
more sceptical of pre-trial confessions.

Many issues remain unresolved. Should the
scope of crimes subject to mixed trials be ex-
panded? Do defendants have a constitutional
right to choose the type of trial? Should asses-
sors receive special preparation for difficult
cases, such as those involving insanity? How
should the new panels apply the presumption
of innocence? What about the administrative
burdens, time and expense of selecting fresh
assessors for every case? Do assessors really
resist the knowledge and prestige of judges? 

Japan’s version of the mixed tribunal is off to
an impressive start and may make the merely
“consultative” juries practised in South Korea,
experimented with in mainland China and
contemplated in Taiwan look timid by compar-
ison. Are those East Asian jurisdictions under-
estimating their ordinary citizens? 
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Jerome A. Cohen and Mizuki Koshimoto say Japan’s
introduction of lay assessors into some criminal trials
is improving the judicial system and could prove a
useful model for other Asian jurisdictions 

and punishment. Decisions are made by
majority vote, so long as one judge votes with
the majority.

The new system has benefited from impor-
tant procedural innovations. A pre-trial hearing
enables judges, prosecutors and defence law-
yers to meet, before assessors have been select-
ed, to clarify trial arrangements and determine
the major issues and evidence to be considered.
A second significant innovation requires asses-
sor trials to be conducted on consecutive days,
rather than in sessions often widely separated
in time. A third reform allows victims or their
representatives to question witnesses and de-
fendants and to express their opinions on guilt
and sentencing. Assessors can also ask ques-
tions. Finally, to promote fairness and equality
in sentencing, Japan’s Supreme Court provides
the new panels, the prosecutors and the 
defence with databases disclosing how similar
offenders were punished by mixed tribunals.

Now that roughly 2,500 cases have been
tried under the new system, preliminary trends
have emerged. Trials are concluded faster, and
both judges and assessors seem to be adapting
well to the challenges of co-operation. Emo-
tions and partisanship appear to be less of a
problem than anticipated. 

The previous conviction rate for prosecuted
cases, over 99 per cent, has not noticeably 

Reformers hoped to
make trials quicker,
fairer, more deserving 
of public confidence 

People’s court

The massive volatility and
sharp equity-price
correction now hitting global

financial markets signal that most
advanced economies are on the
brink of a double-dip recession.
Until last year, policymakers could
always produce a new rabbit from
their hat to reflate asset prices and
trigger economic recovery. Fiscal
stimulus, near-zero interest rates,
two rounds of “quantitative
easing”, ring-fencing of bad debt,
and trillions of dollars in bailouts
and liquidity provision for banks
and financial institutions: officials
tried them all. Now they have run
out of rabbits.

Fiscal policy is currently a drag
on economic growth in both the
euro zone and Britain. Even in the
US, state and local governments,
and now the federal government,
are cutting expenditure. Another
round of bank bailouts is politically
unacceptable and economically
unfeasible. Nor could monetary
policy help very much. 

So Karl Marx, it seems, was
partly right in arguing that
globalisation, financial
intermediation run amok, and
redistribution of income and
wealth from labour to capital could
lead capitalism to self-destruct. 

Recent popular protests, from
the Middle East to Britain, and
rising popular anger in China, are
all driven by the same tensions:
growing inequality, poverty,
unemployment and hopelessness.
Even the world’s middle classes are
feeling the squeeze. 

To enable market-oriented

economies to operate as they
should and can, we need to return
to the right balance between
markets and provision of public
goods. That means moving away
from both the Anglo-Saxon model
of laissez-faire and voodoo
economics and the continental
European model of deficit-driven
welfare states. Both are broken.

The right balance today
requires creating jobs partly
through additional fiscal stimulus
aimed at productive infrastructure
investment. It also requires more
progressive taxation; more short-
term fiscal stimulus with medium-
and long-term fiscal discipline;
lender-of-last-resort support by
monetary authorities to prevent
runs on banks; reduction of the
debt burden for insolvent
households and other distressed
economic agents; and stricter
regulation of a financial system run
amok; breaking up too-big-to-fail
banks and oligopolistic trusts.

Over time, advanced
economies will need to invest in
human capital, skills and social
safety nets to increase productivity
and enable workers to compete in
a globalised economy. The
alternative is unending stagnation,
depression, currency and trade
wars, capital controls, financial
crisis, sovereign insolvencies and
massive social instability.
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Returning to a market
economy that works 
Nouriel Roubini says both the laissez-faire model
and the deficit-driven welfare state are broken

The Hong Kong administration is going to great
lengths to prevent a repeat of what happened
last year, when five legislators resigned in an

attempt to hold a “de facto referendum”. In fact, the
government is going further; it wants to be able to
block individuals with certain political views from
running in and possibly winning an election.

That is clearly what Secretary for Constitutional
and Mainland Affairs Stephen Lam Sui-lung meant
when he said that blocking a legislator who quit from
running in a by-election was not the most effective
option because “a fellow party member or a person
holding similar political views might stand in a
subsequent by-election”.

Why is the administration doing this? After all, the
five pan-democratic legislators failed in their bid last
year. There was no “de facto referendum”: the
turnout was the lowest in history and the five were 
re-elected unopposed.

Fearful of a referendum, Beijing pulled strings
from behind the scenes to prevent a real contest. But,
in fact, if there had been one, the pan-democrats
might have lost two or three of their five seats. This
would have been disastrous for the democratic camp,
which was probably why the Democratic Party
declined to take part in the exercise.

Because of pressure from Beijing, the Hong Kong
administration has proposed legislation to make sure
such an event can never occur again.

Only after the largest protest in seven years was
held on July 1did the administration agree to consult
the public. But the consultation document is worded
so that the administration’s preferred outcome is
clear. It refers to what happened last year as
“mischief” and says the legal “loophole” must be
plugged. Interestingly, the consultation document at
no point discussed whether other jurisdictions allow
a lawmaker to resign and run for the same seat again
in the by-election. 

It is instructive to look at a case in New York where
this could have happened. Earlier this year, there was
a scandal involving a New York congressman,
Anthony Weiner, who admitted he sent sexually
explicit pictures of himself to young women. 

At the time, US President Barack Obama and
other Democrat leaders called on Weiner to resign.
He did and a special election has been set for
September 13. Before his resignation was announced,
a number of people had proposed a novel idea: he
should resign, then run again for the same seat. As
political commentator Josh Chafetz explained, since
Weiner had not committed a crime, why not let the
voters decide if he should continue to serve in
Congress? 

This suggests that the ability of a legislator to
resign and then run for the same seat is not
necessarily a loophole that needs to be plugged. It is
also a means by which a legislator whose name is
under a cloud or who has adopted a controversial
political stance may find out if his constituents still
support him.

This should not be seen as “mischief”; it is placing
trust in the electorate. Giving voters the right to
decide is not a loophole.

Frank Ching is a Hong Kong-based writer and commentator.
Follow him on Twitter: @FrankChing1
frank.ching@scmp.com

Valuable vote
Frank Ching argues that
allowing a legislator who
resigns to run for the seat
again is not a loophole; 
it can serve a legitimate purpose 

The controversy over foreign
domestic helpers’ right to
permanent residency has

unwittingly exposed the ugly
underbelly of the mentality of many
Hong Kong people and the true
colours of politicians across the
spectrum.

Lawmakers and politicians from
the pro-establishment camp, as well
as representatives from the Liberal
Party and the New People’s Party,
have disregarded the rule of law and
discriminated against the
underprivileged by siding with
populism. To gain voter support,
they risk tearing apart our society.
This is the behaviour of small-
minded people. Hongkongers who
genuinely support democracy and
justice will not be fooled. 

Their opposition, the pan-
democrats, are no better. Some of
them who claim to be the defenders
of social justice, human rights and
the rule of law have sold out their
principles for political gain. By
distancing themselves from the
controversy instead of safeguarding
the rights of foreign domestic
helpers, their behaviour is
hypocritical. 

The most disappointing is the
Democratic Party, which is
supposed to be a leading light for
democracy. Its silence surrounding
the issue is deafening. By choosing
not to stand for justice, it has
effectively condoned injustice.

The Civic Party, meanwhile, is
trying to skirt around the issue even
though one of its founding
members, senior counsel Gladys Li,
is representing a foreign domestic

helper in her judicial review hearing.
Party members have tried to avoid
comment, saying only that they
believe everyone is equal before the
law and deserves proper legal
representation. They point out that
lawyers have to safeguard this right,
and cannot reject a case even in the
face of public opposition. 

Party chief Alan Leong Kah-kit
pointed out that if the court ruled in
favour of foreign helpers, the
government could still use other
executive measures to restrict a
possible influx of the helpers and
their family. 

The Civic Party seems to respect
the rule of law, but at the same time
is siding with populism so as not to
offend the majority.

I oppose seeking an
interpretation of the Basic Law by
the Standing Committee of the
National People’s Congress to
resolve the issue. It’s a matter of
principle. Interpreting the Basic Law
is not merely a legal move; it equates
to political interference.

The New People’s Party’s request
for a Basic Law interpretation is self-
destructive and will bring long-term
damage to the city’s high degree of
autonomy. Similar suggestions by
the former secretary for justice Elsie
Leung Oi-sie and former Legislative
Council president Rita Fan Hsu Lai-
tai are also self-defeating.

Their comments would only put
pressure on the independence of the
city’s judicial system, opening the
door for the Standing Committee to
overturn a court ruling if the central
government is not happy. If that
happens, we risk a repeat of the

abode controversy a decade ago
when the Hong Kong government
sought an interpretation of the Basic
Law because it feared an influx of
mainland children born to local
residents. If we repeated this
mistake, it would bring
unimaginable consequences to the
city’s autonomy and judicial
independence.

I also support granting foreign
helpers the right of abode. We
should treat all foreign workers the
same, as long as they meet the
eligibility rules. 

This group of foreign workers has
contributed to the city’s economic
success over the years. Without
them taking up domestic duties,
many women wouldn’t have had
the chance to work, especially those
with children. A great number of
career women have benefited,
including some of those who are
now against granting overseas
helpers permanent residency. 

Both pro-establishment
politicians and pan-democrats have
been a huge letdown. They have
been evasive, contradictory and
hypocritical, with no respect for
freedom, justice, human rights and
the rule of law. How, then, can we
entrust them with our future?

Albert Cheng King-hon is a political
commentator. taipan@albertcheng.hk

Populist stance on maids’
abode betrays our values 
Albert Cheng criticises politicians for failing to uphold democracy and rule of law

It is said that Americans have a
genius for simplification.
Gradually, however, the quest

for it has become a global trend.
The tyranny of pragmatism seems
to mark all the complex dilemmas
of our time. Too many valid
choices are ignored or skirted
through the routine of short-cuts.

Nowhere is this trend more
damaging than in today’s
mercantile approach to art. Even
the notion of competition seems
cynically manipulated by the
“corporate” mentality that now
pervades the world of culture – by
the financial pre-selection that
determines what publishers and
producers will support. 

Culture is a necessary pause
from the daily rat race. If this
respite and refuge is gradually
invaded by the same kind of
“products” as those that dominate
the mass market, we are
condemned to be perpetual
captives of the same stunted
universe of “practicalities”, clichés
packaged in advertisements.

I was thinking again about
these questions during my
rereading of a novel by a close
friend. The novel is Blindly, by
Claudio Magris. Hailed in Europe
as one of the great novels of the
20th century, it arrived in America
only after a great delay. That is no
surprise. The number of literary
translations done nowadays in the
US is, according to the UN, equal
to that of Greece, a country one-
tenth the size. Imported books are
thought to be too “complicated”,
which is another way of saying that

literature should deal with simple
issues in a simple way, obeying the
rules of the mass market. 

At the core of Magris’ book is
the destiny of a group of Italian
communists who travel to
Yugoslavia after the second world
war to contribute to the
construction of a socialist society,
only to be caught in the conflict
between Stalin and Tito. 

The book’s plot spans two
centuries of revolution. Then,
suddenly, “the party vanished,
overnight, as if all of a sudden a
giant sponge had drained the
entire sea, Adriatic and Austral,
leaving litter and clots of mud, and
all the boats stranded”.

The solitude of the individual
facing his faith alone, without
collective illusions, and forced to
do something with himself in the
arid, noisy world tells us something
important about the exiled world
of modernity and its complex and
contradictory problems.

Magris’ novel has a deep
connection to the dangers we face
now, particularly the wave of
fanaticism, from Mumbai to Oslo. 

A multilayered and complex
chronicle of the devastating
tragedies of the 20th century,
Blindly challenges today’s
consumerist ethic. By renouncing
simplicity, it also repudiates
today’s prevailing confusion of
information with literature, of facts
with creativity, and best-selling
products with true works of art.

Norman Manea’s latest novel 
is Vizuina (The Lair)

Our art must be equal 
to our rich, complex life
Norman Manea deplores the consumerist approach
to culture that simplifies all but teaches nothing 
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